CUSTOMIZED BOXES
Our standard boxes or the ones realized in the customers’ special size can be customized
in 3 different ways:
1. HOT FOIL PRINTING
2. PAD PRINTING
3. OFFSET PRINTING
HOT FOIL PRINTING :
The maximum size of the logo that can be print is 35x25cm.
Minimum quantity would be:
1000pcs with the same logo (200pcs per article) for boxes included in Scatole per Regali,
Florentina, Scatole per Pasticceria catalogues
600pcs with the same logo (100pcs per article) for boxes included in Scatole per
Bottiglie, Confezioni Natalizie catalogues and cake boxes (scatola torta/tronchetto/porta
paste)
The price of the printing depends on the quantity and size of the logo.
HOT FOIL PRINTING PRICES (not included Scatola torta/tronchetto/porta paste***):

Less than 50cm2
1.000 pcs
2.000 pcs
3.000 pcs
5.000 pcs
8.000 pcs
10.000 pcs
CLICHE’

€ 0,050
€ 0,044
€ 0,038
€ 0,035
€ 0,027
€ 0,024

From 50 to 100 cm2
0,088
0,081
0,077
0,071
0,058
0,055

From 100 to 150 cm2
0,127
0,110
0,100
0,093
0,080
0,077

to be quoted with a minimum of € 50,00

Unit Net Price per box
Hot foil on stock items /Pad printing : minimum 1.000 pcs assorted , 200pcs per item.
Hot foil before gluing the boxes: 1.000 pcs per item.
Hot foil/pad printing on boxes included in Scatole per Bottiglie /Confezioni Natalizie, please
consider prices of column 2 even if the logo is less than 50cm2

*** Hot foil printing/pad printing on those models of boxes have special conditions. In case
of requests, please contact sales dep.
The possible printing points on the boxes in stock depend on the position of the glue and
folds. In Confezioni Natalizie price list, you can find the technical drawings with possible
printing points.
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The hot foil printing in a different position can be done but you have to wait for the new
production and print the boxes before gluing process. Minimum quantity would be
1000pcs per article.
We have a selected range of foils: the most popular are shiny gold, matt gold, shiny
silver, matt silver, bronze, shiny blue, shiny red, white, black, and brown.

PAD PRINTING:
The maximum size of the logo that can be print is 27x 14.5cm
Minimum quantity: same as hot foil printing
The price of the printing depends on the quantity and size of the logo. Prices are the same
of hot foil printing (see table on page 1)
The advantage of this kind of printing is that logo can print all over the box, it can be
print over folds or glued sides. Therefore it can always be done on items in stock.
There is a selected range of colours, matt and shiny.

OFFSET PRINTING :
Printing of more than one colour on cardboard without embossing, usually requested by
customers that would like to have a completely customized box and don’t have problem
of quantity. To give you an idea, the minimum quantity would be 10.000pcs for small
boxes, 2/3000pcs for wine boxes.
Price of these boxes have to be quoted by production department.
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